Nov 2020

WALL CLADDING INSTALLATION METHODOLOGY
Below find the methodology that needs to be followed to successfully install Superflex Wall Cladding.
Basic Equipment Required

Coarse Sand Paper

Fine Sand Paper

Paint Brush/ Roller (Mohair)

Spirit Level

Step Ladder

Plumb Bob

Straight Edge

Trimming Knife

Scriber (Short)

Chalk Line

Hooked Knife
Preparation of Wall Surface
Surface preparation is paramount as it will impact the result in terms of performance and aesthetic appeal and
the overall success of the entire installation.
The wall surface must therefore be Dry, Smooth, Clean and Firm.
Dry:Ensure that the wall is dry by testing with a suitably approved Concrete Moisture Meter. (Tramex CME 4,
Caisson/Romus VI-D4 Pinless Concrete Moisture Meter, GE Protimeter Mini or a Hygrometer).
Follow the appropriate test methodologies relative to the type of instrument being used to carry out the
necessary testing.
Smooth:Ensure that the wall surface is even, smooth, and has no cracks, bumps or hollows.
Clean:The surface must be free of grease, oils, dust, dirt, wax or any other contaminant which could prevent
adhesion.
Firm:The surface must be sound and not likely to crack or crumble.
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NOTE:
 Wall Cladding should not be applied to the wall until the surface meets the above conditions.
 It is always advisable to rub the wall surface down with fine sandpaper then apply one coat of
FloorworX No. 33 Bonding Liquid. Alternatively, prime the wall with a suitable paint primer.
 Do not attempt to adhere wall cladding to enamel or oil paints.
 Ensure that the work area has adequate ventilation and the relevant safety signs are displayed.
 Provide a fire extinguisher.
 Ensure that the job has been correctly planned and set out before any adhesive application.

Types of Wall Surfaces.
Plastered - PVA painted finish.
 Scrape off any loose paint using a paint scraper or other suitable tool.
 Fill any cracks or holes in the wall surface with a good dependable quality filler.
 Sand the entire wall surface with coarse sandpaper to obtain a key for a good adhesive bond.
 Brush down or vacuum the wall surface to remove any loose dust and foreign matter.
Enamel painted finish.
 Remove all paint using a reputable paint stripper.
 Wash the wall thoroughly using a detergent solution.
 Allow the wall to dry thoroughly.
 Test the dryness of the wall using a suitably approved test methodology as described above.
 Fill any cracks or holes in the wall surface with a good dependable quality filler.
 Sand the entire wall surface with coarse sandpaper to obtain a key for a good adhesive bond.
 Brush down or vacuum the wall surface to remove any loose dust and foreign matter.
New One Coat Plaster finish.
 The surface should be smooth and firm.
 Test the dryness of the wall using a suitably approved test methodology as described above.
 Fill any cracks or holes in the wall surface with a good dependable quality filler.
 Sand the entire wall surface with fine sandpaper to obtain a key for a good adhesive bond.
 Brush down or vacuum the wall surface to remove any loose dust and foreign matter.
 Prime the wall surface with one coat of FloorworX No. 71 contact adhesive.
 Allow the primer to dry thoroughly.
 Lightly rub the wall surface down using fine sandpaper.

Dry Wall finish.
 The wall surface should be smooth and firm.
 Fill any cracks or holes in the wall surface with a good dependable quality filler.
 Sand the wall surface where necessary with fine sandpaper to remove any imperfections.
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.New Two Coat Plaster finish.
 Ensure that both plaster coats are firmly bonded to the wall.
 The surface should be smooth and firm.
 Test the dryness of the wall using a suitably approved test methodology as described above.
 Fill any cracks or holes in the wall surface with a good dependable quality filler.
 Sand the entire wall surface with fine sandpaper to remove any loose granules of sand
 Brush down or vacuum the wall surface to remove any loose dust and foreign matter.
 Prime the wall surface with one coat of FloorworX No. 71 contact adhesive.
 Allow the primer to dry thoroughly.
 Lightly rub the wall surface down using fine sandpaper.





Brush down or vacuum the wall surface to remove any loose dust and foreign matter.
Prime the wall surface with one coat of FloorworX No. 71 contact adhesive.
Allow the primer to dry thoroughly.

MATERIAL


Before installation, the sheeting should be checked to ensure that the correct colour, batch number,
roll sequence and quantity have been received and that the material is in good condition.



Only use material from the same batch/dye lot. (The use of different production batches will always
result in visible shade differences. These batch and roll numbers are marked on the outer packaging
and must be checked before the commencement of the installation).
o Ensure at all times that you adhere to the batch and roll sequences. Under no
circumstances must different batches be mixed or rolls installed out of the roll number
sequence. Rolls must be used in an ascending or descending sequential numerical to
ensure colour continuity.
Failure to comply with this rule will render the installation vulnerable to shade and
contrast variation.



Rolls must be stored standing up, as storing the rolls lying down will result in distortion and
potential damage.



Unroll the sheeting 24 hrs before the installation to eliminate any roll stress and allow it to acclimatise.

 When cutting drops (lengths) of material (cladding), ensure that allowance is made for areas fitted
above door frames and above and below window frames.
NB. Allow sufficient material for window and door frame recesses.
 When planning the cut drops (lengths) of material (cladding) ensure that the edge of the drop (length)
does not run alongside the recessed frame since an extra piece will have to be cut for the recess.
 Within half a sheet width of a corner mark a vertical chalk line on the wall using a plumb bob.
 Cut the first drop of material (cladding) to the required length allowing sufficient excess to cater for any
variances in ceiling or floor levels.
 Appropriately label that specific drop of material (cladding) and ensure that a directional arrow is
marked – in pencil, on the back. All remaining drops must be marked as they have to be installed in
the same direction.
 Cut the remaining required lengths of material (cladding), ensuring that the cut lengths are at least
100mm more than the greatest floor or ceiling height.
 Move the first drop (length) of cladding up the wall to touch the ceiling. Ensure that the length of the
cladding remains parallel to the vertical chalk line.
 Set the scriber to approximately 12mm longer than the greatest gap between the ceiling and the top
edge of the cladding. (Refer to illustration 1)
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Marking out of Wall Surface / Preparing the material

 Holding the scriber perpendicular, scribe along the edge of the sheeting so that the contours of the
ceiling are transferred to the cladding. (Refer to illustration 2)

Illustration 1

Illustration 2

 Remove the sheeting from the wall and cut along the line made by the scriber using a trimming knife.
The top edge of the cladding should now when fitted, be flush against the ceiling.
 Scribe and cut the remaining required lengths of cladding using the same method. Allow adjacent
sheets to be overlapped by approximately 10/20mm to allow for the vertical abutment.
 Only when all the drops (lengths) have been scribed, cut and appropriately numbered in a consecutive
sequence may the application commence.
 NOTE: - Cross-Joins. These should always be discussed and agreed to with the specifier or enduser, as they are not always permissible or deemed as acceptable.
Application of Adhesive
 When fitting any wall cladding, it is essential that both the wall surface and the underside of the
material to be installed be spread with adhesive.
 Using a paintbrush or (Mohair) roller or plasterers trowel apply FloorworX No. 71 contact adhesive to
as much of the wall which can be covered with cladding during a working day.
 Using a paintbrush or (Mohair) roller or plasterers trowel apply FloorworX No. 71 contact adhesive to
the back of sufficient drops (lengths) of the material that will be used to clad the wall.
 When the adhesive on both the wall and the material (cladding) is touch dry, fit the first length.

There are two methods to do this:Double Cutting Method:
 Fit the first length of the pre-cut material ensuring that the length or pre-trimmed edge will sit exactly
on top of the chalk line.
 Starting at the top, smooth the material from the centre towards the sides to avoid the formation of air
bubbles and creases.
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Installation of Wall Cladding

 Hang the second length of material (cladding) ensuring that the leading edge overlaps the trailing
edge of the first sheet by approximately 10/20mm.
 On the joint overlap, using a sharp trimming knife and straight edge cut through both layers of
sheeting.
 Remove both off-cuts.
 When the bottom off-cut has been removed, (this off-cut is the trailing edge of the first sheet which is
free of adhesive) fold back the edge and carefully apply FloorworX No. 71 contact adhesive using a
small paintbrush. Allow the adhesive to dry completely.
 Firmly smooth down the two cut edges using a hand roller. This will ensure a tight, well-adhered join.
 Repeat the procedure with the remaining lengths of sheeting.
 Smooth the material (cladding) using a smoothing block to avoid the formation of air bubbles and
creases.
 Trim off any excess material so that it fits flush with the ceiling/floor.

Fitting Internal and External Corners
 When fitting internal and external corners, dress the material into or around the corner, working the
length horizontally from the middle of the length into or around the corner. Smooth the length of
cladding horizontally, working from the centre to the top and bottom.
 Cut into the excess sheet on the top and bottom of the length in the angle of the corner to allow the
cladding to assume the shape of the angle.
 Trim the top of the material flush with the ceiling.
 Once the material (cladding) has been fitted, mark a chalk line on the trailing edge of the cladding
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Scribing method:
 Fit the first length of the pre-cut material ensuring that the length or pre-trimmed edge will sit exactly
on top of the chalk line.
 Starting at the top, smooth the material from the centre towards the sides to avoid the formation of air
bubbles and creases.
 Hang the second length of material (cladding) ensuring that the leading edge overlaps the trailing
edge of the first sheet by approximately 10/20mm
 Ensure the scriber is correctly set.
 With the scribing pin on the surface of the second sheet and the scriber set against the trailing edge of
the first sheet, scribe along the length of the sheet.
 Using a hooked knife, cut along the mark made by the scriber.
 Remove both off-cuts.
 When the bottom off-cut has been removed, (this off-cut is the trailing edge of the first sheet which is
free of adhesive) fold back the edge and carefully apply FloorworX No. 71 contact adhesive using a
small paintbrush. Allow the adhesive to dry completely.
 Firmly smooth down the two cut edges using a hand roller. This will ensure a tight, well-adhered join.
 Repeat the procedure with the remaining lengths of sheeting.
 Smooth the material (cladding) using a smoothing block to avoid the formation of air bubbles and
creases.
 Repeat the procedure with the remaining lengths of material.

using marks obtained using a plumb bob.
 Trim the edge of the material (cladding) if necessary.
 Continue fitting subsequent drops (lengths) of material (cladding) as prescribed above.
Recessed Doorways and Window Frames
 When fitting around recessed frames, ensure that the width of the material (cladding) is sufficient to
cover the recess.
 Cut the material within the frame to allow it to lie flush with the frame. (Refer illustrations 3 & 4)

Illustration 3

Illustration 4

 Once the material (cladding) has been installed, trim at the bottom using a sharp trimming knife.
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 Material of the same sheet above and below the frame should be cut off in line with the edge of the
recess, allowing approximately 10/20mm excess for overlapping and double cutting.
 Fit pre-cut lengths above and below the frame as described above.

Air Bricks
 When fitting over an air brick, neatly trim the material (cladding) to the shape of the brick.
Hot Seam Welding
 All joins should be hot seam welded as it presents a better aesthetic finish, affords ease of
maintenance and probably, more importantly, creates an impervious surface finish, especially where
hygienic conditions are imperative.
 This process is carried out in the same way vinyl sheeting is welded, where the material is butt joined,
grooved, hot seam welded, trimmed and then glazed.
NOTE: - Caution must be exercised as to not overheat the weld as it will burn the adjacent sheets. It is also
important that the correct welding nozzle which is specifically for wall cladding is used to avoid burning.
It is recommended that the Wall Cladding be cleaned 48 hours after installation with a neutral detergent.
FloorworX provides a full range of quality floor care products to meet this need.
Should you have any further queries, please consult the FloorworX Technical Department for advice.
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DISCLAIMER
THIS INFORMATION IS BASED ON OUR EXPERTISE AND IS GIVEN IN GOOD FAITH BUT WITHOUT WARRANTY. WE CANNOT ACCEPT
LIABILITY FOR ANY DAMAGE, LOSS, OR ACCIDENT CAUSED DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY BY THIS PRODUCT.

